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Introduction
In order for a city to provide the most efficient, reliable, cost effective, comfortable, and safe transportation options for the
public, it must be controlled by a governing body that understands the unique needs of the region. This is the reason that
local public transportation authorities (PTAs), which work directly with the residents and visitors in their cities, are better
equipped to make decisions regarding public transportation. Currently, Israel’s transportation is managed under a
centralized Ministry of Transport and Road Safety, although there have been several attempts to establish metropolitan
authorities in Israel. As of today (July 2021), the issue has been proposed again by the Ministry of Finance and is awaiting
a government vote.
In this report, research was conducted on four older, well-established PTAs (London, England; Paris, France; Madrid, Spain;
Montreal, Canada) and four newer PTAs (Greater Manchester, England; Edinburgh, Scotland; Valencia, Spain; and
Auckland, New Zealand). The purpose was to understand the components necessary to form a successful PTA and
compare the advantages and disadvantages of different operational methods. In choosing these cities, the quality and
success of the public transportation systems was considered, as well as the availability of data and usefulness in relating
them to Tel Aviv. The data was then separated into 15 categories covering the organization, finances, responsibilities, and
objectives of each PTA.
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London (England)
Photo by Gene Hunt from Flickr

Overview:
Transport for London (TfL) manages public transportation planning, funding, and operations in the London metropolitan
area, under the guidance of the Mayor of London and the publicly elected Greater London Assembly (GLA). Situated in a
region with over 100 years of public transportation history and approximately 14.5 million residents, TfL runs a large, wellestablished transportation network including eight separate transport services such as bus, metro, and railways and works
with the regional and national governments to manage road maintenance and planning. Currently, TfL services almost four
billion yearly journeys, and aims to increase the share of rides on public transport, improve safety, and reduce emissions.

Highlights
As a city with well-established public transportation, TfL earns almost half of all its income (47%) from fares revenue, a
higher proportion than most other cities, although fare prices are considered some of the highest in the world. This
money goes directly towards supporting the daily operations of TfL’s public transit services, while a smaller amount
goes towards investments to improve the transit system. In addition to this source of funding, London has innovated a
congestion charge within the busiest zones and times on London’s roads, as well as an ultra-low emissions zone in
Central London. This zone penalizes cars and other motor vehicles driving within the area that do not meet
predetermined emissions standards, while encouraging walking, biking, and the use of public transport.
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Paris (France)
Photo by Sam Valadi from Flickr

Overview:
Île-de-France Mobilités (IDF Mobilités) is the transport authority for over 11 million people around Paris, France. It is
responsible for bus, metro, railway, tram, sea shuttle, cable car, carpooling, and car sharing services. Over twelve million
trips are made per day on public transport, over half of which are on the metro. The authority finances these services, plans
improvements, oversees operational contracts, and sets fare prices. IDF Mobilités aims to integrate eco-mobility, reduce
emissions, conduct urban renewal projects, increase access to culture, and provide better information for tourists and
residents.

Highlights
Sustainability is important to every city as a means of reducing waste, encouraging thoughtful engagement with the
local environment, and lowering carbon emissions. Paris has taken an innovative approach to these challenges in
regards to their public transport. For example, the city is using the heat generated from Metro line 11 to warm twenty
local housing units. This out-of-the-box idea produces 35% of the heating needs for the building, with no additional
energetic cost. Some buses in the city were also outfitted with green rooftops, which reduces heat, lowers carbon
emissions, and promotes awareness of sustainable practices.
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Madrid (Spain)
Photo by Ingolf from Flickr

Overview:
The Consorcio Regional de Transportes de Madrid (CRTM) covers a metropolitan area of over six and a half million people.
It operates the bus, metro, railway, and interchange stations of Madrid. The authority aims for integrating modes of transport
and the fare system, and for developing a positive global view of CRTM. It is responsible for coordinating operations between
Madrid’s 40 public & private service operators, which work together to provide transportation services in and around the
city.

Highlights
Improving ease of payment for public transit ensures that more fare revenue makes it into the city’s hands. With this in
mind, Madrid has launched a new payment card that allows the user to purchase Metro, Light Rail, EMT city bus, urban
bus, and suburban bus tickets all from one card: the Multi Card. The card costs 2.50€ to start, can be used for a duration
of 10 years, and purchased from all automatic ticket machines in the city, as well as licensed selling points and certain
tobacco shops. It can be recharged at those locations, and also at ATMs and information hubs in the city center. The
Multi Card makes paying for transit convenient and efficient, though there is currently no way to check the balance or
reload money online.
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Montreal (Canada)
Photo by Sandra Cohen-Rose and Colin Rose from Flickr

Overview:
The Société de Transport de Montréal (STM) manages public transportation in the Montreal region for around four and a
half million people, under the authority of Autorité Régionale de Transport Métropolitain (ARTM). STM oversees a network
of over 1500 buses, along with the city’s metro system and cycling infrastructure. Ticket prices for public transport are
comparatively high, and transportation options are limited for fully immobilized people. STM is working to address the needs
of its residents, with an innovative strategy for the future, and a 70% approval rating from passengers.

Highlights
An effective public transit system is always evolving, and Montreal exemplifies this in their metro system, which is
acquiring new AZUR trains. The new trains are bigger, with wider doors and more seats available. They are more
resistant to graffiti and scratches, equipped with a high-quality information system, indirect lighting, and improved
soundproofing and ventilation. An enjoyable ride is an important component in encouraging use of public
transportation, and these new metro cars are a big step in the right direction.
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Manchester
(England)
Photo by Richard Kelly from Flickr

Overview:
Transport for Greater Manchester (TfGM) is the transport authority responsible for the almost three million people in Greater
Manchester, England. It was established in 2011 as part of the Greater Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA) to better
organize public transport in the growing region. TfGM services include bus, tram, and railway operations, as well as micro
mobility schemes like bike sharing and bike lanes, and shared road management. TfGM aims to move towards carbon
neutrality, support sustainable economic growth, reduce congestion, and increase travel by means other than personal cars.
Currently, the vast majority of the five and a half million daily journeys in Greater Manchester are made by car.

Highlights

TfGM manages 650km of Manchester’s busiest roads, known as the “Key Route Network,” which during peak hours
contains as much as two thirds of all traffic. This provides an example of one approach to shared road management
between a transport authority and their regional and national governments, as the 10 local Manchester Councils are
responsible for road maintenance, while TfGM manages improvements and directs the flow of traffic on these roads.
TfGM also monitors traffic signals and road safety, and works with the Councils and Highways England for highway
management and planning.
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Edinburgh
(Scotland)
Photo by Chris Yunker from Flickr

Overview:
Transportation for Edinburgh (TfE) is the public transportation authority in Edinburgh, Scotland established in 2013, serving
a population of 543,000. The authority owns the bus and tram services of the city, and directly operates bike rental services.
TfE focuses on green energy, healthy travel, accessibility, efficiency, safety, and inclusivity. Fares are comparatively cheap,
and the majority of trips in the city are made by either public transport, walking, or cycling.

Highlights

As a new and growing public transport authority, Transport for Edinburgh places a heavy emphasis on planning for the
future and continued innovation. To this end, the authority creates a five-year plan on the state of the company, its
goals, and what it aims to deliver in each of the coming years, with the most recent plan covering 2017-2021. These
goals include better integrating the transport and ticketing services, developing more active infrastructure for biking
and walking, and reducing emissions 80% by 2050. The report also includes the reasoning behind these changes,
making information on what is occurring in public transport and why easily accessible to the public.
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Valencia (Spain)
Photo by Ethan Gruber from Flickr

Overview:
The Autoridad de Transporte Metropolitano de Valencia (AMTV), founded in 2016, services the 835,000 residents in the
Valencia autonomous region of Spain. It is responsible for the planning and management of public transportation, including
bus, metro, and rail services, as well as a motorcycle-sharing program and biking/walking infrastructure. 662,000 journeys
are made on public transport in Valencia yearly, while over 40% of residents travel by walking, surpassed only by private
vehicle trips. The AMTV aims to continue growing in its integration of public transport networks, reduce pollution, and
increase equity in its public transport services.

Highlights
Infrastructure supporting micro-mobility, which includes biking, walking, and electric scooters, is an important way to
reduce congestion and emissions in cities and promote healthy lifestyles. The AMTV has embraced micro-mobility in
Valencia, starting with 137km of bike lane infrastructure. Additionally, the city manages 43.5km of “cycle streets,” which
are roads designated to favor cyclists with slower speed limits and signage, giving bicyclists right-of-way. “Cycle streets”
may be a viable option in areas where building separate bike lanes would pose a challenge. The AMTV also partners
with two bike sharing services, “Valenbici” and “Mibisi,” to serve the city of Valencia and 10 outlying municipalities.
Currently, only 2.43% of yearly transportation trips are by bike, but the AMTV hopes to encourage more cycling and 16
develop regulations for personal mobility vehicles in the future.
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Auckland
(New Zealand)
Overview:
Auckland Transport (AT) offers bus, train, ferry, and park & ride services to the Auckland metropolitan area, serving over
one and a half million people. Recently established in 2010, the authority covers over a hundred million yearly public
transport trips and encourages walking and cycling as more environmentally-friendly modes of transport. The city places a
priority on ensuring that indigenous peoples are represented in transportation planning and building up a rapid transport
program. AT is making its rail and bus network entirely run by electricity within the next decade.

Highlights

Public transit has an important role in combating the climate crisis, as a major source of carbon combustion globally.
Auckland Transport has placed an emphasis on electrifying its assets in order to lower their carbon emissions. The city
is committed to completing electrification of the rail network by 2024/25, as well as turning over the traditional, fuelconsuming buses to newer electric buses. The new buses will not only lower the city’s carbon footprint, but will also be
more accessible for people with disabilities.
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Conclusion
A functioning PTA is adapted to the needs of its metropolitan area. The population size which the PTA serves dictates the
scope of its authority, and it is common for newer PTAs to have smaller budgets and provide fewer transportation services.
Most PTAs award contracts to private companies to provide and operate transit services, such as buses and trams, although
some companies are publicly-owned by the city, such as Lothian Buses and Edinburgh Trams in Edinburgh.
The governance of PTAs is independent from that of state governments, and is composed of boards of varying sizes, based
mainly on population with representatives from the city center and metropolitan region. Many of the PTAs receive oversight
from the general city government, such as in London, Montreal, Manchester, Edinburgh, and Auckland, but Auckland is the
only city to have a leadership position for the national transportation agency. In general, road management is typically
delegated to the appropriate national or local authorities.
Most PTAs receive funding from fare revenues and grants from the local city or regional government, with some additional
national subsidies. They are all responsible for infrastructure planning and funding, and looking towards the future are
working to incorporate more micro-mobility services which promote healthy lifestyles and sustainability. Sustainable
practices have become an important emphasis in the last few years, with several electrification projects underway and
targets set to reduce fossil fuel emissions.
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